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Arteries form part of the circulatory system . They carry blood that is oxygenated after it has been
pumped from the heart. Coronary arteries also aid the heart in.
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Peripheral artery disease – Cleveland Clinic Heart & Vascular Institute is the leader in diagnosis
and treatment of vascular disease. Pictures of the heart, circulatory system , conduction system ,
arteries, and blood vessel anatomy . The central nervous system , like any system of the body,
requires constant oxygenation and nourishment. The brain has a particularly high oxygen
demand – at.
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A web of blood vessels—arteries, veins, and capillaries—circulate blood to organs, muscles,

bones, and other tissues. B. Arterial System - arteries are vessels that transport blood away from
the heart and consists of three groups:.
Explore the anatomy of the human cardiovascular system (also known as the circulatory system )
with our detailed diagrams and information.
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The blood vessels of the leg supply blood to muscles and return blood to the heart. The leg
nerves send sensory information to the brain.
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14-3-2017 · WebMD 's Heart Anatomy Page provides a detailed image of the heart and provides
information on heart conditions, tests, and treatments.
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The heart is a muscular organ about the size of a closed fist that functions as the body’s
circulatory pump. It takes in deoxygenated blood through the veins and.
system (also known as the circulatory system) with our detailed diagrams and information.. The
cardiovascular system consists of the heart, blood vessels, and the approximately 5 liters of
blood that . Arteries and veins to and. Betine Diagram .
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Arterial system: canals that carry blood from the heart to the organs. Posterior auricular: vessel
carrying blood to the ear.
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T12 segmental artery injection of a young, normotensive slender patient, providing exquisite
visualization of the various trans-segmental anastomoses, demonstrating a. The blood vessels of
the leg supply blood to muscles and return blood to the heart. The leg nerves send sensory
information to the brain. The heart is a muscular organ about the size of a closed fist that
functions as the body’s circulatory pump. It takes in deoxygenated blood through the veins and.
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The following diagram summarises the structural differences between different types of blood

vessels.. Venules. Venules are minute vessels that drain blood from capillaries and into veins.
Arteries and veins to and. Betine Diagram . A web of blood vessels—arteries, veins, and
capillaries—circulate blood to organs, muscles, bones, and other tissues.
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